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Introduction
Epicor ERP version 10 represents a new technology age—not only for Epicor, but for 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems in general� The main reason Epicor invested 
in building Epicor ERP 10 was to dramatically simplify the solution—architecturally and 
operationally� Epicor believes customers will appreciate the improved performance and 
easier management of the ERP 10 solution� The cloud-enabled product architecture 
allows Epicor to accelerate the cadence of product releases, so both cloud and on-
premises users can enjoy enhancements more quickly�

Generally, many Epicor ERP application functions—like, orders, invoices, jobs, and 
inventory management—do not radically change year over year� However, that is not 
the case with the business and technology environment most Epicor customers face 
today� Technology changes rapidly, and ERP users are always looking for new ways to 
access and leverage ERP, as well as share insights with others� 

Epicor ERP 10 is built on an all-new platform that’s written and optimized for 
Microsoft® �NET Framework and the Microsoft Data Platform—including Microsoft SQL 
Server®� This new platform lets Epicor ERP 10 achieve some remarkable goals that can 
help improve your processes and help your business grow�

 

 

Collaboration
• Epicor Collaborate
• Commerce Connect
• Advanced Print Routing

Choice
• Cloud
• Virtualization
• On premises

Responsiveness
• Performance
• Install/upgrade
• Ease of use

Simplicity
• Pure Microsoft® stack
• Installation
• User interface

Mobility
• Responsive design
• Touch
• Web UI

Epicor ERP
Rich Global Application

Agile Business Architecture
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Responsiveness
Performance is doubled and scalability is quadrupled across virtually all aspects of the 
system� Epicor ERP is much more hardware efficient, which can dramatically lower 
hardware costs�

Simplicity 
Epicor ERP services are hosted purely using Microsoft Windows® components—
including Internet Information Services and Microsoft �NET� An all-new management 
architecture makes deployment and migration much easier�

Mobility
Touch-enabled devices are now supported for a new navigation system and a re-
architected Epicor Web Access (EWA) browser client� Epicor Mobile Access offers 
responsive design concepts to instantly size to most devices� 

Collaboration
Epicor Collaborate offers a new way for ERP users to interact with each other and with 
ERP data� Advanced Printing enables delivery of data and documents in the manner 
preferred by external stakeholders�

Choice
Able to be deployed in the cloud or on premises, Epicor ERP 10 delivers a high-
performing and reliable system that is easier to use and manage than ever before� 
Epicor ERP is optimized for Microsoft SQL Server®, which itself has become a mission-
critical platform for managing enterprise data for many and providing the insights and 
tools users need to make informed decisions� It also brings new capabilities like touch-
enabled navigation, a re-architected Epicor Web Access solution, a responsive mobile 
framework, Advanced Printing, Epicor Collaborate, re-architected Business Activity 
Queries, a new visual workflow designer, and advanced capabilities for Business 
Process Management�

Epicor ERP in the Cloud 
Epicor offers software as a service (SaaS) in the cloud, letting you focus on core 
growth initiatives instead of IT� Achieve lower cost of ownership, faster time to 
value, and consistent access to data from any device—anywhere in the world� 
Reap benefits of cloud ERP with software and services that meet or exceed industry 
standards, including: 

 X Application and user support 
 X Version updates and continuous innovation 
 X Greater than 99�5% uptime 
 X Backup and disaster recovery 

To learn more about our cloud offering, including the benefits of cloud ERP,  
visit this webpage on epicor�com

https://www.epicor.com/en-us/resource-center/articles/benefits-of-cloud/
http://epicor.com
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Platform Change Advantages
There are many complex moving parts in the architecture underpinning Epicor ERP 9, 
Vantage®, and Vista®� While it delivers on platform independence—with opportunities 
to deploy in Linux, for example—that independence has come at a sacrifice of 
complexity and performance for some users� By moving to a 100% Microsoft stack, 
Epicor development is able to be more responsive to user change requests—and is 
able to release updates more frequently and with less overhead� For example, the 
number of builds required when deploying new releases has gone from 11 for each 
release to a just one� 

Platform Differences—Epicor ERP 9, Vantage, and Vista compared to Epicor ERP 10

For end users, the technology simplification means reduced effort in installation 
as fewer components need to be maintained and upgraded with each release� 
This can lead to reduced hardware costs� In addition to needing fewer servers 
as a result of fewer applications running, users don’t require as much power for 
acceptable performance� Less hardware overhead is required to run the application� 
With respect to the change from Progress to SQL Server, many Epicor users already 
have Microsoft SQL Server in house and are familiar with its use, since most of the 
Epicor extensions deployed with the application already require SQL Server� 

ERP 9

Client Form

Client Form

Microsoft IIS

SQL Server

Open Client

Broker

Agent Pool

Data Server

SQL Server

ERP 10

Platform Independence

Proprietary Protocol

Java VM

Single-threaded Agent

Legacy ODBC

Standard Protocols

Multi-threaded

Native SQL Server

Platform Optimized
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Performance
Generally speaking, Epicor ERP 10 performs twice as fast—as observed by 
users—and scales about four times better than Epicor ERP 9, Vantage, and Vista� 
Better efficiency also means Epicor ERP 10 can run on less expensive hardware� 
There are three aspects to Epicor performance testing—absolute responsiveness 
as perceived by users running the Epicor Client Application, server processing 
times under various load models, and throughput testing that demonstrates how 
typical bulk load operations perform� Epicor development guidelines mandate 
that a service pack or release may not perform worse than a previous product 
version—as measured by our standardized tests� This mandate governs even 
when functionality is added to the system�

In addition to performance testing, scale testing is important� In part, it is needed 
to support our users with large data and user needs, but scale testing also 
supports our large cloud deployments—where thousands of users are accessing 
our applications in a single cloud instance� The Epicor approach to scale testing is 
simple—make our tests as realistic as possible and report complete results to our 
customers� Comprehensive load testing is complex and expensive� Epicor invests 
in load testing to understand how our products perform and how to make them 
better� We also publish detailed results to provide our customers with the best 
information to help plan capacity and system responsiveness� Epicor ERP 10 scale 
testing has been performed for interactive loads from 200 to 3,000 users, and 
Epicor has conducted throughput testing for distribution business scenarios�

ERP 10 Server Response Time 200–3,000 Users
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Epicor throughput tests are designed to allow customers to model integration 
capacity� Initial tests conducted on a beta release for Epicor ERP 10 showed good 
throughput numbers in order and shipping transactions, which are typically 
automated for distribution scenarios� Note that conditions for data loads vary widely, 
and higher throughput may be possible when the systems and integrations are tuned 
to match the business requirements� 

Achieving high performance for large numbers of concurrent users with Epicor ERP 9, 
Vantage, and Vista required rigid adherence to infrastructure requirements—especially 
in scale-out or multi-machine deployments with SQL Server� Epicor ERP 10 server 
processing is two to five times faster than Epicor ERP 9 server response times� Some 
aspects—notably Business Activity Queries—can be one or two orders of magnitude 
faster� Most server performance gains are the result of massively reducing the number 
of SQL Server batch requests�

General Performance and SQL Impact—Epicor ERP 10 compared with Epicor ERP 9

Epicor is constantly measuring the performance characteristics of Epicor ERP� Microsoft 
Windows Server and SQL Server platforms make it easier to optimize ERP product 
performance, because these products are very well instrumented� Performance testing 
is now even more endemic to all areas of Epicor, because measuring resource impact 
through unit tests, standardized performance tests, and load testing have become 
integral parts of the Epicor development process� Targeted improvements in recent 
releases have also focused on performance in MRP, Job Scheduling with complex jobs, 
Work Queue records, and AP Group Search�

System Requirements
Epicor ERP 10 development is tied to two foundational technologies—Microsoft �NET 
Framework and Microsoft SQL Server� This allows a lot of flexibility for hosting and 
managing Epicor ERP 10 because both �NET and SQL Server can run on hardware as 
small as a Microsoft Surface Pro tablet� Certifying a platform for Epicor ERP 10 is an 
involved task for Epicor because of the large testing regimen and the costs to maintain 
each certified environment for the Quality Assurance (QA) and Product Support 
teams� Not every combination of hardware, operating system version, and SQL Server 
version that ERP is able to successfully run with will be formally certified�
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Epicor ERP 10 System Requirements

Required prerequisites include Microsoft �NET Framework 4�6�1, Internet 
Information Services, HTTP and non-HTTP versions of Windows Activation Services 
(WAS), TCP Port Sharing, and options required to support the desired security 
configuration� Epicor ERP reports are rendered using SQL Server Reporting Services 
(SSRS)� Some companion product features require Microsoft SharePoint® Services 
or SharePoint Server�

The Epicor ERP Client Application is also based on Microsoft �NET Framework 
Windows XP is not supported for the Epicor ERP Smart Client� At least 1GB of 
available memory is recommended for running the Epicor ERP Smart Client� Epicor 
Web Access supports current versions of Mozilla FireFox®, Apple® Safari®, Google 
Chrome™, and Internet Explorer® 11 and Edge—and later—desktop browsers�

Hardware configurations for Epicor ERP are explained in the Epicor ERP 10 Hardware  
Sizing Guide� A single machine server can typically be scaled up to support around 
200 or more concurrent users�

ERP 10 Hardware Cost-effectiveness

Epicor ERP is compatible with VMware® and Hyper-V® virtualization technologies� 
See the Epicor ERP Guide to Virtualization for details and best practices�

On-premises Server Applications
• Windows Server 2019
• Windows Server 2016
• Prerequisites:

 ○ �NET Framework 4�6�1
 ○ Internet Information Services (IIS)
 ○ TCP Process Activation

On-premises Database Server
• SQL Server 2016
• SQL Server 2017

All editions of any given SQL Server release are 
supported. SQL Server Express limitations likely 
prevent use in production.

Client Application
• Any current version of Windows

 ○ Except Windows RT
 ○ Windows XP is not supported
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Deployment and Management
An all-new deployment and migration framework was built for Epicor ERP 10� There 
is now a dedicated deployment system within the Administration Console that has 
been separated from the installation process� SQL Server database deployments are 
managed using T-SQL scripts executed from the Administration Console—eliminating 
the need to install any Epicor product components like Enterprise Search, Epicor 
Web Access, or Epicor Mobile Access on dedicated SQL Server machines� Database 
administrators can also control the size, growth, and file group locations for the 
database being created during deployment or migrations�

Administration console

A new database migration framework executes conversions and updates to databases 
much more efficiently� Operations that can run in parallel are allocated to multiple 
execution threads� The system also allows administrators to execute preparation and 
validation tasks as a data health check prior to attempting any actual conversions� 
The database migration process has a new user interface that allows administrators 
to see what steps have been executed and to see the migration log entries as they 
are created�

Database migration monitor screen
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Epicor Virtual Agent (EVA)
Epicor Virtual Agent is an artificial intelligence (Al) bot that provides you access to your 
Epicor system� Users across the enterprise will be empowered by the context-aware, 
natural language processing (NLP) of EVA that allows them to converse with the app 
through text or speech on their Android or iOS mobile devices�

EVA is powered in part by Microsoft 
Azure AI services—an affordable cloud 
solution that makes AI and cognitive 
technologies accessible and scalable for 
companies of all sizes� For Epicor users, 
the power of artificial intelligence cannot 
be understated� Today’s digital economy 
is influencing the growing demands 
of end customers and B2B buyers for 
prompt, personalized service, and 
rapid order fulfillment� To match these 
demands, companies are increasingly 
turning to AI and cognitive technologies� 
EVA solves problems today and lays 
a strong foundation for intelligent 
technologies that integrate with their 
Epicor system� 

Just launch the EVA app on your device, complete the secure login, and start texting 
or talking� You can access parts, pricing, and other customer information� EVA initiates 
actions based on this information—including creating a simple quote or converting a 
quote to an order� When you finish your inquiries and are ready to act, either press a 
button or say “create a quote for 40 of ABC part,” for example� Since EVA is aware of 
the conversation’s context, the application knows which customer and item to quote�

Epicor Web Access (EWA)
Epicor Web Access has been enhanced to dramatically improve performance and 
usability� EWA also changes many form elements for better usability and to provide 
more available screen area for data� 

Epicor Web Access

Epicor Web Access can be deployed on the same web server as the Epicor ERP 
services—no dedicated server or web site is required�
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Epicor Mobile Framework
The Epicor Mobile Framework (EMF) was developed at Epicor as a new user experience 
to meet the needs of a wide range of applications across the Epicor portfolio� It offers 
a flexible and responsive platform that supports modern HTML5-compliant browsers� 
EMF is responsive in that forms can be displayed in full size, but they can also resize 
for mobile use� 

Mobile CRM
Keeping your customers at the focus of your business today means you need to be 
able to respond to their requests in a fast and efficient manner� It is crucial to take 
advantage of the latest technologies by providing your sales team with easy-to-use 
tools that increase productivity and improve employee engagement�

Epicor Mobile CRM empowers your salesforce by providing mobile access to the entire 
CRM suite of capabilities on iOS™ or Android™ devices� You can manage the sales cycle 
from lead to quote—anytime, anywhere� 

Through our next-generation mobile application, you can manage leads, customers, 
contacts, and quotes—from opportunity to order� Create activity-based workflows—
like call and email logging, notes, “to do” lists, and appointments—and implement 
your back-office task workflow� Access data related to competitors, cases, projects, 
and order history� In addition, you can access back-office dashboards and forms as 
needed to complete more complex tasks�

Epicor Mobile Warehouse 
Epicor Mobile Warehouse is the next-generation handheld application� It offers a 
modern, intuitive user interface for warehouse and distribution functions� It optimizes 
workflow for fast and accurate scanning, improves time to process transactions, 
increases accuracy, and reduces errors� Download Epicor Mobile Warehouse from the 
Google Store� Epicor Mobile Warehouse runs on the latest Android devices and it’s 
fully integrated with Epicor ERP� 
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Epicor Mobile Warehouse features include: 

 X Modern and intuitive native Android app Simple user interface 
 X Part level validation
 X Bin level validation 
 X Configurable scan validation
 X Complex sort and filter options
 X Shortcut to favorites
 X Scan events that trigger automated workflows 

Epicor Mobile Access
Epicor ERP has extended the Epicor Framework to support mobile dashboards, which 
are rendered as web applications that may run on mobile devices like tablets and 
smartphones� Leveraging responsive design, the applications automatically size to the 
device� Since the mobile dashboards that support Epicor Mobile Access are built using 
the dashboard technology and updatable BAQ technology, it is simple to create web 
applications that implement business functionality on mobile devices� 

Epicor Mobile Access

Security
A critical concern to any business—in particular to those whose data is available via 
a hosted or cloud environment—is security� In each release of Epicor ERP, security 
standards are reviewed and latest practices are deployed to protect your data and 
systems from outside influence� In the area of user security, account lockout policies 
define when users are locked out because of failed login attempts� Automatic sign-on 
simplifies login for users, and the ability to expire all passwords requires users to reset 
passwords� Stronger passwords are achieved with password policies that define the 
complexity of the passwords required—number of characters, requires upper case, 
contains special characters, etc� Epicor ERP offers support for Microsoft® Azure® AD 
Authentication to provide single sign-on for Epicor Cloud ERP�
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For mobile access, token authentication provides an extra level of security�

As you set up the network protocol bindings—Endpoint Binding—for an application 
server, you can select both HTTP and HTTPS binding options� These options define 
how this application server checks for authentication certificates through Internet 
Information Services (IIS)� To help your business secure backups, Epicor supports 
Micorosft SQL Server® Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) which offers encryption 
for data at rest�

Data Masking
Managing sensitive data is complex and costly for businesses� Whether masking data 
to support business and industry requirements or meeting compliance requirements 
such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), data masking allows you to 
restrict visibility to certain pieces of data while offering visibility to others within the 
Epicor ERP environment� This makes it easier to align sensitive data with ERP data� For 
fields that are text-based, security managers can define a template that controls how 
the value will display for users who see the masked version—for example, a credit card 
number field could be configured to display as 1234********678 for some users 
but display as completely unmasked for other users� Update capability can be allowed 
even for users who cannot view the data unmasked except during initial entry�

Data masking settings for the chosen fields are applied not only to the application forms, 
but also when the sensitive fields are displayed by BAQs� BPMs, however, use non-
masked data, and users should take this into account when using Show Message, Raise 
Exception, and Send Email actions�

Active Home Page
The Active Home page in Epicor ERP combines function with key aspects of your 
business’ performance� Built in the Epicor Kinetic Framework, the look and feel 
of the application has been designed to simplify and standardize the use of ERP� 
Standardizations that you will notice in the application include:

 X Create “Favorites” tiles and quickly link to Epicor functions and outside applications
 X Customizable and interactive widgets, display charts, graphs, and KPIs populated via 

Business Activity Queries (BAQ)
 X Attach an Epicor Data Discovery (EDD) view as a tile to display animated, real-time 

data with simple and streamlined controls
 X A mobile browser base with responsive design to work on a standard desktop, tablet, 

or phone
 X The ability to easily personalize experience(s) and have tabular views to choose 

from—expanding real estate in the home page
 X Resizable, offering responsive design for tablets and phones
 X Easily launch Epicor Data Discovery, a business activity query (BAQ), an https 

website, or Enterprise 
 X Expanded Help menu offers a library of resources available to users
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To make it even easier to get started, the home page layout offers layouts that can 
be adopted easily by users� There are four predefined templates—executive, financial, 
manufacturing, and supply chain� Each has suitable Favorites and EDD tiles�

Epicor ERP Active Home Page

Epicor Collaborate
Meaningful relationships exist across your company and are a great resource for 
serving customers and improving efficiency� When workers engage with each other 
to solve problems and innovate processes, your business benefits and strengthens� By 
integrating unstructured meetings and conversations with your critical business ERP 
data and messaging worker conversations digitally, you eliminate worker silos—giving 
your business a competitive advantage�

Epicor Collaborate is a modern, digital messaging tool built on a cloud platform� Easy 
to use and intuitive with hashtags and mentions, Epicor Collaborate offers contextual 
messages alongside ERP data� Workers can subscribe to ERP events and receive 
updates on ongoing key customer shipments, quality events, production overruns, and 
other options� When your employee teams communicate digitally, you increase 
customer responsiveness and satisfaction�
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The promise of cloud 
Built on the Microsoft Azure platform, Epicor Collaborate is a cloud solution that 
leverages powerful Azure tools to deliver security and scalability for your messaging 
needs� More importantly, the cloud platform provides access to Collaborate on a 
desktop or a tablet through the Epicor Home Page� Epicor Collaborate makes work 
happen—providing timely messages anywhere for rapid decision making�  

Easy to deploy 
Both Epicor ERP in the cloud and Epicor ERP on premises are easy to deploy and 
integrate with Collaborate� For cloud deployment, the Epicor cloud team does all the 
heavy lifting for you�

Simple to learn—Designed for business
Collaborate contains many of the same interface conventions your employees use 
at home on their devices� This makes Collaborate simple to use and quick to learn� 
Since employees adopt the feature with near immediacy, Epicor Collaborate offers a 
fast return on investment� Employees log into the Epicor ERP home page and select 
the Collaborate tab� They can then start messaging, subscribing to ERP events, and 
sharing knowledge� Epicor Collaborate functions like other leading, cloud-native digital 
messaging tools, but the feature is designed for heightened connectivity for Epicor ERP 
and your business�  

Share knowledge
Sharing knowledge helps businesses more easily onboard new employees and retain 
critical knowledge to support future operational efficiency� Making it easier for staff 
and departments to share information means that skills and knowledge can be 
pooled—leading to thorough problem solving, better project progression, and new 
ideas� Epicor Collaborate creates a robust repository of contextual and searchable 
messages where workers find answers to repeatable customer issues, store and 
retrieve process knowledge, and maintain historical audits� 

Operational visibility
Subscribing to exceptions in ERP data helps business leaders respond to problems as 
they happen� For example, a stakeholder may subscribe to a customer or customer 
group and their credit hold status� Once a credit hold message appears in their 
Collaborate message thread, stakeholders can message finance immediately to 
determine the reason and follow up with the customer�

Advanced Print Routing
Across the entire business, there are daily needs to generate reports, send information, 
or generate and store business artifacts� Epicor ERP Advanced Print Routing (APR) 
lets you email multiple recipients in multiple formats, send output to one or more 
designated printers, or save reports to a network folder in a desired format� With 
an easy-to-use graphical workflow builder, you can quickly and easily manage 
report filtering and assigning alternative reports styles� APR allows you to send order 
confirmations or invoices to customers, generate and submit required financial reports, 
deliver parts reports or pick-lists to others, or save critical information to a business 
archive� A new module available with Epicor ERP, APR helps your business achieve 
growth by enabling you to streamline and automate reporting processes, reduce the 
risk of error, and improve business efficiency�
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Epicor Content Management (ECM) Powered by DocStar
In 2017, Epicor acquired DocStar—an industry-leading enterprise content 
management (ECM) provider� With the release of Epicor ERP 10�1�600, Epicor 
introduced integrated ECM for Epicor ERP users� Enterprise content management 
(ECM) is the technology used to capture, manage, store, preserve, and deliver 
content and documents related to organizational processes� ECM tools and strategies 
allow the management of organizations’ unstructured information—wherever that 
electronic information exists�

Epicor DocStar ECM is built for the web and delivers deployment choice� Users can 
install DocStar ECM on their hardware or use DocStar in the cloud� The same software 
offers the same user experience and the same great results� DocStar ECM supports 
popular browsers and mobile devices—delivering access anytime, anywhere�

When deployed on DocStar hosted service, Epicor users can enjoy the benefits 
of lower overhead and minimal startup investment with easy access via a web 
browser� There is no specialized hardware to manage, and there is no up-front 
capital investment� Although designed using robust enterprise architecture, DocStar 
ECM is flexible and affordable enough to meet the needs of both small office or 
enterprise environments� 

REST Services
Representational state transfer (REST) services are a type of web service based on the 
architecture of the Internet� Through this application program interface (API), these 
services link applications more easily through Internet-type connections�

These services use the OData REST Protocol, which adds query capabilities and 
metadata descriptions to enable OData aware applications—such as Microsoft Excel®, 
Microsoft Power BI®, or similar third-party applications—to display real-time Epicor 
data� REST does this by exposing data and functions as unique Uniform Resource 
Locators (URLs) resources� Applications can then communicate with the REST services 
in the same way a web browser interacts with a website�

The REST services implement the full functionality of the ERP 10 business objects� As 
with any use of the business objects, the services can be used to extract data to other 
systems and to provide interfaces for data Import and Update, but they should not 
be used in applications designed to provide transactional functionality that would 
otherwise require a concurrent user login�

API Keys
Configure Epicor REST APIs to use API keys for deeper security and traceability� 
Generate API keys for each REST application or integration� They restrict calls to 
specific APIs that use an access scope� 

You can share API keys with trusted sources such as partners and customers to provide 
locked access to REST APIs� These external integrations can only perform the required 
actions� API keys ensure that users with broader customization rights may only perform 
actions that both the user and the API key can access�
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Access Scope
Setting up security can be confusing, tedious, and time-consuming—especially while 
defining access for user groups� Epicor ERP now has Access Scope capabilities that sit 
between the authentication layer and user (group) security� These capabilities identify 
what service methods and Business Activity Queries (BAQs) are available, instead of 
requiring you to identify everything that is not available� 

Access Scopes can be assigned to individual users, but they are mainly for service 
accounts where an external application communicates with Epicor ERP services 
through a common user ID� The Access Scope is attached to an Epicor application 
server and combined with Epicor ERP API keys to further authenticate the 
application or the third party requesting the service�

Epicor Functions
Cloud customization of standard workflow can be problematic, as many systems limit 
how much users orchestrate their own unique ERP processes� Because users directly 
access data in the cloud and their cloud application updates regularly, any modification 
must have a small impact during application upgrades�

To make upgrades easier for both cloud and on premises ERP users and improve 
efficiency for developers, Epicor 10�2�500 releases Epicor Functions� Epicor Functions 
sit alongside BPMs� When you create functions, you set up your own unique ERP 
method� Both internal and external sources can then call this function to execute 
Epicor ERP processes (services)� For example, a function can be called internally to 
look up a phone number or called externally from an outside program that attaches 
documents to part records� 

To maximize reusability and efficiency for developers, an Epicor Functions library is built 
over time to reuse these Functions—eliminating the need to copy and paste this logic 
to multiple BPM directives�

Additional advanced use cases for leveraging Epicor Functions includes building a 
standard set of fields that could be fed into the function from an outside system such 
as an eCommerce site or EDI transaction�

Epicor Enterprise Search
Enterprise Search has been available for several years as an optional companion 
product for Epicor ERP� For Epicor ERP 10, a basic version of Enterprise Search was 
added to the base product, which comes with a set of predefined and indexed 
business activity queries (BAQs)� Customers can also purchase an advanced version of 
Enterprise Search—which allows administrators to add their own BAQs for indexing 
and provides more control of the output format and other options�
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Epicor Enterprise Search

For Epicor ERP 10, Epicor Enterprise Search no longer requires any database table 
replication� All indexing can occur directly using the production database�

SQL Optimized
Epicor ERP 10 was architected specifically for the Microsoft Data Platform—including 
Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft �NET Framework� Optimizing the product for SQL 
Server was a prime objective in the design of Epicor ERP 10 because the efficiencies 
gained can provide dramatic benefits to performance and scalability� Another objective 
was to enable administrators to use SQL Replication Server to replicate data, which 
means Epicor will no longer provide its own replication system�

SQL Server administrators will appreciate many of the changes Epicor ERP 10 brings to 
physical SQL Server databases� For example, all tables have declared primary keys, a 
GUID-based alternate key tagged with the SQL Server “rowguid” extended property, 
and a rowversion—timestamp—column for tracking changes since previous points in 
time� All string data is stored as Unicode and other data types previously cast as 
character types have been migrated to intrinsic SQL columns types like bit or 
uniqueidentifier� All Epicor tables are assigned to an SQL schema name—generally 
“Ice” or “Erp”—which helps ensure Epicor table names do not conflict with tables 
belonging to customers, partners, or other parties�

ERP 10 SQL Server Tables

Epicor ERP 10 leverages stored procedures to execute complex queries that drive 
most standard service operations like GetList(), GetRows(), and GetById()� All 
stored procedures are generated by the Epicor ERP software development kit (SDK) 
specifically for optimizing queries and efficiently paging results� Epicor ERP 10 does not 
use stored procedures for executing business logic�
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Epicor, Vantage, and Vista tables included a large number of columns pre-allocated 
and reserved for customer or user-defined purposes with names like “Checkbox1, and 
Checkbox2, etc�” Those pre-allocated columns outnumbered the actual baseline 
product columns by a ratio of three to one� The sheer number of pre-allocated 
columns could have an impact on performance for high workloads�

How user-defined fields work in Epicor ERP 10

Epicor ERP 10 stores user-defined data in separate tables—only creating user-defined 
columns specifically declared by administrators� During migrations from earlier systems, 
user-defined fields are automatically declared in ERP when detected in the source data 
tables� For convenience, Epicor ERP 10 creates a SQL view in the DBO schema that 
combines the baseline and user-defined columns into a consolidated result�

Business Activity Queries
Two foundational capabilities of the Epicor ERP architecture are Business Activity 
Queries BAQs and the Epicor ERP Dashboards� As their names imply, BAQs define 
data queries, and the Dashboard renders those queries on any number of devices� 
These two capabilities are incredibly useful� Many Epicor ERP systems rely on BAQs for 
defining relevant data for searching, monitoring, or for use in integrations�

In Epicor ERP 10, BAQs have been re-architected and optimized for Microsoft SQL 
Server� All BAQ query constructs are mapped directly to T-SQL� In addition, T-SQL 
subqueries are fully supported—including common table expressions, UNION, and 
EXCEPT queries� BAQs also allow multiple result sets, which means header and line 
item data can be retrieved in a single BAQ execution� BAQs also will perform much 
better, especially when calculated fields and complex table joins are involved�

 

Business Activity Queries
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Any updatable BAQ can be a two-way integration API and a first-class resource for the 
Epicor service orchestration engine—Epicor Service Connect� In Epicor ERP 10, BAQs 
can now be defined for non-Epicor data sources via ODBC� Administrators can add 
metadata that provides useful definitions, documentation, and linkage hints for users 
defining external BAQs�

Business Activity Queries

Epicor Data Discovery (EDD)
Built to extend the existing Epicor dashboard capabilities, Epicor Data Discovery 
(EDD) is part of the Epicor data platform that enables Epicor ERP users to access 
greater visualization and self-discovery tools for their existing and growing library of 
dashboards and BAQs� EDD is an analytics solution intended to provide an easy-to-
use data exploration and data visualization experience� EDD is a major component of 
the overall Epicor data platform, which encompasses a broad set of capabilities for 
managing, accessing, sharing, cleansing, visualizing, and extracting insights from data 
created by or related to Epicor-created data� 

Business focus 
Fully embedded within the new Epicor Active home page, EDD offers the enterprise-
wide visualization needed to drive new levels of focus in business roles—customer, 
product, production, finance, and other areas� Whatever the business wants 
stakeholders to focus on when they log in to the ERP system will be front and center� 
To get started right away, Epicor ERP comes with a set of standard metrics for finance, 
manufacturing, and supply chain users�

Anywhere access and responsive design
EDD is accessible via SmartClient, web browsers, tablets, and modern smartphones� 
The application is designed to work as well on low-powered touch devices as it 
does on a powerful desktop with large screen real estate� The application supports 
responsive design concepts and automatically adjusts its layout and behavior to the 
browser and device accessing it� Views are resizable and embeddable on the home 
page as animated tiles� 

Self-serving data that’s easy to use 
With little or no training required, you can monitor the status of complex business 
processes by graphically displaying performance in a Data Discovery View� Simply drag 
and drop new pieces of data on Views to analyze them further by drilling into details� 
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Data Discovery Views can use the huge amount of business data providing valuable 
insights into your business, and it’s easily accessible with little to no IT involvement—
thanks to the EDD data-extraction process� This allows you to use predefined sets of 
data that are organized and summarized by a set of dimensions and measures�

Electronic Compliance Engine
The Electronic Compliance Engine consists of new functionality designed to allow 
definition, generation, and distribution of electronic documents in formats such as 
XML, JSON, and CSV� It also offers a Digital Certificate Store to load and maintain 
digital certificates holding public or private keys� In many countries, there are specific 
reporting requirements—including electronic accounting, invoicing, and SAF-T 
reporting—mandated by government agencies that must be generated from the 
ERP system� Such regulatory requirements can change periodically and rapidly� The 
functionality is designed to allow definition and distribution of document formats 
outside of the normal software version release cadence� The functionality also has 
broad use for generation of document formats used for system integrations and other 
data reporting applications�

The functionality leverages the existing reporting framework by extending the report 
data definition (RDD) to allow multi-level BAQs and electronic interfaces to be defined 
as data sources to any report� A licensed electronic compliance UI component allows 
the user to define the reporting format required or to generate the format from an 
existing XML, JSON, or CSV template� Document generation can be assigned to a 
schedule for defined periodic initiation, or to an auto-print workflow for generation 
based on data rules� The Solution Workbench is enhanced to allow delivery of the 
extended RDD structure across systems� The license for electronic compliance will be 
required by:

 X Users who have country-specific functionality (CSF) that includes the need for  
compliance reporting

 X Users who have system integration requirements regarding outbound generation of 
electronic documents

XX Users who have other requirements to produce complex XML, JSON, or CSV 
formatted documents driven from the reporting framework
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For companies with country-specific functionality requiring Electronic Compliance, 
the license will be in addition to the price for the CSF, although it only needs to be 
purchased once for users that have multiple CSFs for different companies� 

The license is not required to utilize the new BAQ and electronic interface elements as 
data sources to the RDD and to distribute these via the Solution Workbench�

Tools and Customization
Epicor ERP 10 includes the Solution Workbench—a major redesign of the Epicor 9 
Solution Manager� The Solution Workbench defines projects where items can be 
added and versioned� Solutions are then packaged and can be exported to share with 
other ERP instances or simply shelved until needed�

Epicor ERP Solution Workbench

Not only does the Solution Workbench help you keep projects organized, but Epicor 
ERP also has an embedded solution tracker� When solution tracking is enabled, Epicor 
ERP will keep track of anything that gets created and automatically add the item to 
the active solution� The Solution Workbench is a great improvement over the Epicor 
ERP 9 Solution Manager, and nothing like it existed for Vantage and Vista users� Many 
kinds of artifacts can be added to a solution—whether it is an Epicor ERP object or an 
external resource� Usability and performance have improved, especially for managing 
larger, more complex projects�

Hosting Epicor ERP 10
Epicor ERP 10 services are hosted by Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS)—
something that is delivered with every edition of Microsoft Windows� IIS is an 
extremely robust, secure application server that is widely used for hosting both public 
and internal applications� Sourcing IT staff with IIS skillsets is also easy, and there are 
many management and monitoring tools available to help maintain applications that 
are hosted using IIS�
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Epicor ERP is hosted in an IIS virtual directory and executes in application pools 
managed by IIS� Epicor ERP services are fully multithreaded, which means a single 
host process can be used to service any number of simultaneous service calls� It is 
recommended that administrators use at least two host processes—for example a 
web garden—to provide higher availability should a crash of some sort occur� Having 
multiple host processes eases the impact of recycling events�

Epicor ERP Services Hosted in IIS

Epicor ERP application hosts can run in low-privilege accounts, however, care must 
be taken to ensure the application pool has sufficient access rights for SQL Server—if 
accessed via a Windows credential—and some file system areas required for storing 
generated code and other resources�

All Epicor ERP services are exposed as Windows Communications Foundation (WCF) 
service hosts� Each service host opens three input endpoints for receiving incoming call 
requests� The Epicor ERP Smart Client communicates with Epicor ERP services using—
by default—the NET�TCP protocol, which is a binary protocol coupled with a 
specialized and compressed data format that provides very high performance and uses 
low bandwidth�

Services Protocols Privacy Authentication

WCF Endpoints Supported by ERP 10
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Two SOAP endpoints are also enabled by default for each application service� The 
first endpoint uses SOAP 1�1 over HTTP/S, which allows callers to use a very simple 
XML format for invoking service operations� The SOAP 1�2 endpoint uses web service 
specifications like WS-SecureConversation to securely call ERP 10 services over a 
standard HTTP connection� Finally, ERP 10 includes some limited REST services over 
HTTP/S that are very useful for integrations and data access�

Service calls are managed by the Epicor ERP Framework and the Windows 
Communications Foundation, which together form a pipeline that securely and quickly 
executes the applications code� Each service is wrapped by a façade to ensure any 
BPM directives are correctly executed� The Epicor ERP Framework also includes a high-
performance query delegate cache that accelerates the speed of database queries and 
reduces the impact of service calls on SQL Server�

Service Call Execution

Epicor ERP includes a rich new tracing and profiling capability that replaces the 
Epicor ERP 9, Vantage, and Vista application server log file� There are several great 
improvements to ERP logging that administrators will appreciate, like:

 X Logging can be enabled or disabled for specific areas of the solution
 X Changing log settings no longer requires restarting the application server
 X New log file features for tracking SQL Server and program execution

One key new logging capability is server log tunneling using the ERP client trace 
facility� The client tracing options dialog has a new option that incorporates the server 
log entries with the client trace� This allows administrators to troubleshoot issues from 
a specific user’s interactions�

Custom Service Host Factory

Windows Activation Services (WAS)

EF Extensions/Expression Cache/Data Cache

BPM Facade

Custom Service Host Factory

Username/Password ValidationSSO

Compressed Binary 
Encoder
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Epicor EF Wrapping Provider
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SOAP 1.2/WS-*

Data Contract 
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Business Process Management
Epicor Business Process Management (BPM) has been enhanced in two major areas� 
First, BPM directives can be created using an all-new designer surface� The BPM 
Designer is coupled with class BPM rules editing to provide a visualization of the 
directive flow�

Graphical BPM Designer

Custom code directives are no longer written in ABL—they are now written in C#� The 
BPM Designer includes a C# code editor with code syntax validation and also allows 
developers to include references from external assemblies� For larger directives, 
developers can write code in a development environment like Microsoft Visual Studio®, 
which can then be called from a custom code snippet� For even greater flexibility 
within the BPM framework, Epicor ERP offers the capability to call Business Objects 
directly in a workflow� This allows internal workflow capability, which is very powerful�

BPM Custom Code Directives are Written in C#
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For customers moving from Epicor 9 to Epicor ERP 10, most custom code directives 
can be migrated from ABL to C# using a migration tool available online� The Epicor ICE 
Online Conversion tool allows eligible customers to upload ABL code segments used 
in BPM directives and converts them to equivalent C#� A comprehensive ABL to C# 
developers guide is provided to allow �Net developers to make manual adjustments to 
the converted code—where necessary—during testing�

 

Epicor Online ABL to C# Conversion Service

Epicor preserved the programming model and most of the application design and 
database schemas when building ERP 10� Many large software projects are easily 
derailed when architecture and design aspects are radically changed together� Keeping 
ERP 10 functionally congruent to Epicor ERP 9 also meant that Epicor could reuse 
nearly every automated test and regression test protocol that existed for Epicor ERP 9�

Finally, ERP 10 means Epicor at last has a single development environment for both 
client and server code development� Moving the applications code to C# and the �NET 
Framework means that Epicor developers—as well as partners—can leverage amazing 
tools from Microsoft to coordinate software production worldwide� Every ERP service 
project now includes unit test components built into the production system� Epicor 
has developers around the world, and all development is coordinated using Microsoft 
Team Foundation Services (TFS)� The ICE Framework is built using a continuous 
integration (CI) build process, which means a build is initiated each time a code check-
in occurs—followed automatically by an automated test regimen� The ERP application 
is built every night and automated test protocols are run as dictated by the current 
development phase�
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Upgrade Cadence
Designed for upgradability to reduce version lock for users, Epicor ERP offers an 
updated release cadence that starts in design and engineering and flows through to 
the release cycle� Risk analysis of upgrades is more easily achieved when each phase is 
clearly defined and documentation around release changes is readily available� 

Support Lifecycle

Release Level

Typical Frequency

Impact

Product
ERP 10

Version
1

Release
600

Update
 5

Implement the latest a minimum of every 2 years

Next Generation

 Architectural  Extensive application 
   enhancements
 Schema changes

 No schema change
 Zero impact on UI
   customizations, BPMs
   custom reports, 
   and integrations
 Bug fixes only

Major Simple

 Specific functional 
    enchancements
 Legislative changes
 Schema changes

Limited

Keep current

60 Months 18 Months 6 Months 4-6 Weeks

Epicor ERP Release cadence

Approximately every two to three weeks, Epicor expects to introduce an update� This 
update is designed so that it will not impact user form customizations, BAQs and 
Dashboards, or BPMs and custom reports—it only includes bug fixes� As these updates 
are cumulative within each release, administrators can choose to take the first, third, 
or eighth, depending on the updates that include fixes needed by the business�

Approximately every six months, Epicor expects to introduce a minor release, which 
includes limited changes, functional enhancements, legislative changes, and other 
minor functionality adjustments� These changes may include backward-compatible 
schema changes� 

Approximately every eighteen months, Epicor expects to introduce a major version 
that incorporates enhanced features and changes, including schema changes� 
These releases are expected to be more extensive and may introduce new levels of 
technology and best practices desired by leading businesses� 

Under this updated cadence model, Epicor expects to introduce a new product 
release—like with Epicor ERP 10—approximately every five years to take advantage 
of the latest technology changes and to continue to solidify Epicor as your long-term 
technology partner�
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Upgrade Tooling for Epicor ERP 9, Vantage, and Vista Users

To encourage our users to upgrade, Epicor has invested in tooling and services 
dedicated to the process of upgrading� Taking advantage of cloud resources has 
helped our teams reach new levels of efficiency and collaboration in the upgrade 
process� Contact your customer account manager to start the upgrade process today�

Analyzer
The first step in the upgrade process is to assess the volume of customizations, 
configurations, and data� To simplify this step in the process, Epicor offers the Analyzer 
tool� The Analyzer is run against a business production environment and provides 
analysis to the user and the Epicor team about the system environment, month-to-
month data volumes to determine best cutover time, and system modifications to 
determine plans for continued use and scope of the update� 

Packager/transfer
Packager/transfer is a simple-to-use, high-performing solution for packing up ERP data 
and transferring it safely to a secure cloud environment where data migration occurs� 

Analyzer

Automated 
Data 
Conversion

Packager/
Transfer

Cloud View

Epicor 
Learning 

Center (ELC) 

Convert

Epicor Cloud 
Upgrade Services

Monitor progress 
with the upgrade via 

a secure portal  
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Data migration
Data migration is greatly simplified with a single solution that performs the data 
analysis and resolves the data issues before doing the data migration steps� In the 
past, these were separate processes that involved user intervention prior to the 
data migration process� In addition, Epicor ERP 9 users no longer need to be at a 
specific release of ERP 9�05, rather, the data migration automatically migrates the 
release from any version� Likewise, Vantage and Vista users at 8�03�305 and later 
releases can leverage this tooling� For those at earlier releases, they can use Epicor 
or regional resources to upgrade to 8�03�305 and use the Epicor tooling for the rest 
of the upgrade� As we are able to leverage cloud resources, the process is typically 
fast� A portal offers visualization of the converting data with status at each step of 
the process� It also offers reconciliation analysis for Epicor ERP 9�05 users of over 12 
standard reports, covering inventory and finance in particular� The standard conversion 
package offers three passes of the conversion for optimal use�

Cloud view 
Once data has been converted, Epicor offers a secure cloud environment where 
users can log into their data in an Epicor ERP 10 environment� This is immediately 
following data conversion and offers users the ability to test out their data in the new 
environment, start user training and systems testing, and even upgrade customizations 
and configurations� Epicor offers a tool in Epicor ERP 10 called Solution Manager that 
enables users to save entire solutions at a time and export and import them between 
releases� This is very powerful during the upgrade�

Epicor Learning Center (ELC) Upgrade Essentials courses
Epicor University offers more than 65 Upgrade Essentials courses designed to 
train users on the new functionality they will experience in the new release� The 
nature of these courses for Epicor users is that they are provided with a lens to the 
improvements from Epicor ERP 9, Vantage, and Vista to Epicor ERP 10� These courses 
are available to all users on maintenance and support, regardless of whether you have 
purchased Embedded Education�



Conclusion
Epicor ERP is an amazing example of how software architecture is supposed to 
work� Epicor was able to completely replace the application server code and build 
an all new technology stack without having to redesign the product� In the process, 
performance was doubled, scalability quadrupled, and the cost of hardware was 
significantly reduced because of efficiencies gained in SQL Server and IIS� The result 
is an ERP system that also can be much easier to deploy and manage� It is also more 
reliable and easier to troubleshoot than its predecessor� Epicor ERP 10 is overall a 
much more advanced product and is very amenable to public cloud deployments and 
virtualized environments�

Epicor ERP was—first and foremost—built to satisfy customers, but the ERP 10 solution 
also enables Epicor to begin a new era of product development� The cadence of new 
products and capabilities produced by Epicor can increase, because the development 
overhead—especially for platform testing—has been reduced significantly� Epicor 
can also better adopt new versions of the Microsoft stack components after they 
are released, rather than having to wait for multiple platform vendors to coordinate 
support� Finally, designed for upgradability to reduce version lock for users, Epicor ERP 
offers an updated release cadence—making it easier to stay current with technology 
for competitive advantage� All of this is possible because of the robust architecture and 
design and engineering disciplines that underpin Epicor ERP�
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